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When mentioning similarity of speech sounds, one must consider the two classical large scale confusion experiments by Miller & Nicely (1955) and Wang & Bilger (1973) on English. Very few studies worked on non-English confusion, e.g. Singh & Black (1966) on Hindi, Arabic and Japanese. The focus of these studies also tended to be rather narrow (consonants, or vowels) or use only nonsense syllables (CVC). Following the footsteps of Cutler et al. (2004), we present a large scale confusion study of Mandarin Chinese for consonants, vowels and tones with all attested CV and VC syllables, with a focus on its implications in phonology from the confusion patterns of consonants, vowels and, most interestingly, tones.

**Methods**: All attested CV (704) and VC (12) syllables with attested tones were embedded in speech-shaped noise with three levels of SNRs (at -8 dB, 0 dB and +8 dB). Thirty Mandarin native listeners were tested with an "open-set response" method.

**Key Findings**: Tone 2 and Tone 3 were found to be the most confusable pair (See Table 1). This can be accounted for with the well-known tone sandhi of Tone 3, which creates ambiguities in the tone sequence Tone 2 - Tone 3 having the same surface form as the tone sequence Tone 3 - Tone 3 (Duanmu 2002). Hume and Johnson (2003) suggested that since these two tones undergo contextual neutralization, they therefore carry less functional load than contrastive pairs, which in turn causes them to be partially contrastive. In fact, this tonal-pair was calculated to have the lowest functional load amongst the four tones (Surendran & Levow 2004). Furthermore, studies in child tone acquisition confirmed our findings; Tone 3 tends to perform worst among the four tones (Wong, Schwartz, & Jenkins 2005), and Tone 2 and Tone 3 not only acquired after Tone 1 and Tone 4, but are relatively confusable throughout the whole process of tone acquisition (Li & Thompson 2008).

By considering confusion as transmitted information, a sequential information analysis (SINFA) (Wang & Bilger 1973) was performed. Using a two feature system [Contour] and [StartHigh] for Mandarin tones (Yip 2002), in which Tone 2 and Tone 4 have [+Contour], Tone 1 and Tone 4 have [+StartHigh], SINFA showed that information transmitted of [Contour] is 86.1% and that of [StartHigh] is 90.02%, suggesting that the feature [Contour] is less robust than [StartHigh]. This is reflected in the confusability of tone pairs, the tone pairs that have a feature change in [Contour] have relatively higher confusion rate, with the exception of Tone 1-4 pair (Table 1). The poor robustness of [Contour] can be phonetically explained, since contour tones demand sufficient duration in perceptual decoding of pitch change (Zhang 2004).

The three palatals in Mandarin \([ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ]\) are in complementary distribution with three other sets of sounds, the velars \([k, kʰ, x]\), the dentals \([ts, tsʰ, s]\), and the retroflexes \([tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ]\). The underlying representations of these palatals have been a long-debated topic; Chao (1934) proposed the velars as the UR, Hartman (1944) and Duanmu (2007) argued for the dentals and Cheng (1973) argued for their independence. Our results showed that the palatals \([ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ]\) were most confusable with the retroflexes \([tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ]\), therefore they are perceptually more similar. This suggests that at least from the angle of phonetic similarity of allophones, the retroflexes are the most likely UR candidates. This agrees with Lu (2011)’s priming study showing that the
relationship between [s] and [ɕ] is more phonemic than allophonic.

Finally, bilabial and velar plosives were distinctively more confusable with each other – [pʷ] > [kʷ] (17.4%), [pʰʷ] > [kʰʷ] (6.8%), [pʰʷ] > [kʰ] (5.1%), [kʰ] > [pʰ] (3.8%) and [kʰ] > [pʰ] (3.6%) (“>” denotes the direction of confusion). These confusions provided further evidence for the feature [grave], since the feature [+grave] groups some labial and dorsal consonants in terms of their spectral properties (Ladefoged 2011; Backley & Nasukawa 2009).

Our work reinforces the complementarity of naturalistic, experimental, and phonological analyses. The findings allowed us to better understand the segmental and suprasegmental phonology of Mandarin and the language-particular effects of speech perception in noise.
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